Selection of reference films based on reliability assessment of a classification of high-resolution computed tomography for pneumoconioses.
Worldwide demand has increased for the development of a computed tomography (CT) classification system that supplements the ILO classification of radiographs for pneumoconioses. The authors aimed to show preliminary reliability test results for selected referent films for the CT classification system developed through an international effort by researchers from seven countries. Reading trials by eight physicians who have considerable experience in pneumoconioses using a total of 114 lung zones consisting of 6 lung zones of 19 CT films of dust-exposed workers were performed to assess reliability of the classification system by weighted kappa. The results were also utilized for selecting reference films. A good agreement was observed for both first and second reading trials for rounded opacities (weighted kappa=0.76, 0.74, first and second trial results, respectively), irregular opacities (0.60, 0.48), emphysema (0.56, 0.70) and honeycombing (0.72, 0.79). Ground glass opacities, on the other hand, showed moderate agreement (0.43, 0.38). Intra-reader agreements among eight readers were shown in the same table as the mean and standard deviation of weighted kappa statistics. The inter-reader agreement for pleural thickening was not as good as for parenchymal lesions. The CT classification development may pioneer noble and sensitive medical screening for dust-exposed workers in selected settings. This system may be applied to radiographic borderline cases of profusion 0/1 and 1/0 by the ILO classification, in a setting that assures the occupational safety and health of workers exposed to some newly developed chemical compounds.